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CYRIL HENRY
Cyril Henry has been fascinated by the mystery of the paranormal since

he did his first magic trick. Before receiving his BA in history from

Stanford and his Ph.D. in mythological studies from Pacifica, Cyril spent a

lot of his time reading mythology and paranormal books and watching

movies. His world-renowned A-Z occult studies series emphasizes magic

and paranormal beings in history and literature. When he isn’t writing, he

teaches occult studies at Harvard and gives seminars around the world.

To learn more about Cyril and his work, check out his website

www.cyrilhenry.com.
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Who is
reading?

Males and females

(for this particular

novel, females) with

college level

learning between

the ages of 25-40

with an interest in

the paranormal and

occult. They are

probably scholarly.Ma
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Will  people
read this even
if  it 's  part of a
series?

The books can all be

read independently

since they read

more like a book on

general information

and less like a story.

There is no correct

order and is based

on interest.

Where are
they buying?

From online

retailers,

psychic/mystery

shops, or book

expos/conventions

involving

paranormal

literature and

research
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Media

Pitches

The Guardian
Occult Confessions
BookRiot
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Journalist: Terry Eagleton

Type of coverage: Expert comment, review,

or interview

Possible title (based on his other titles):

"Wormwood, Werewolves, and Women by

Cyril Henry - The Encyclopædia  of the

Paranormal"

Why?: Paranormal/Religious coverage
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Type of coverage: Expert comment/talk

Why?: Occult coverage based around the

history of the occult, which Cyril is a

professional in and could discuss in

conversation with the hosts
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Journalist: S. Zainab Williams

Type of coverage: Review

Why?: Book review from someone who

loves fiction and magic and will be viewed

by a wide audience
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OCCULT HUMANITIES
CONFERENCE 2020

Type of event: Panel/discussion 

A gathering of people with an interest in the occult as well as the

history of it. This 3 day conference is full of intellectual people that

would love to hear Cyril's expert opinion and discuss the occult with

him.

 



SOCIAL MEDIA QUICK FACTS

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

@CyrilHenryBooks

Posts academic experiences, bits from his books, events, and

Harvard

www.cyrilhenrybooks.com
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INSTAGRAM



FACEBOOK



STATS
Increase following, maintain activity on all

social media (with a focus on Facebook and

Twitter)

EVENTS
Book signings, conferences, occult/paranormal

specific places and venues

SALES
Increase sales for not only this book, but all

previous books - increase following from

academic to leisure readers as well

COVERAGE
Obtain reviews, expert comment, and

interviews with occult specific journalists and

outlets

Overview Goals


